Lacrosse roadtrip: four tough losses

This past week the MIT lacrosse squad made its annual trip to the heartlands of lacrosse - this year to Long Island and Eastern New Jersey. On Wednesday, March 28, MIT met Fairleigh Dickinson (Madison), and the inexperience of the Tech squad soon displayed itself. FDU jumped to a 7-0 first quarter lead and snatched a 14-11 victory. Roy Greenwald '75, who replaced starter Dave Shiang '74 in the goal cage in that brutal opening period, managed 30 saves as the Devils fired 46 shots on goal to MIT's 12.

The next day the stickmen journeyed to Longwood to face Hofstra on the AstroTurf in what an island paper called "the annual mismatch." Hofstra showed why they're ranked seventh in the nation as they used their speed, talent, and excellent job on face-offs and depth to demolish the Engineers 14-1. Roy Greenwald at goal, with 79 saves, added two assists, and Roy Pestal '73, also on attack, with three goals and three assists, midfielder Dave Kientz '74 who did an exceptional job on face-offs and sophomore George Braun '75 with five goals in the goal cage.

Highlights of the week included the performances of attackman George Braun '75 with five goals and one assist, Larry Pestal '73, who on attack, with three goals and three assists, midfielder Dave Krentz '73 who did an excellent job on face-offs and added two assists, and Roy Greenwald at goal, with 79 saves. This key to the remainder of the season seems to lie in the development of several sophomores in key positions and in obtaining some consistency from veterans.

MIT (V) - beaten by Bowdoin 5-7
MIT (V) - beaten by FIT 2-3
MIT (V) - defeated FIT 5-4

Baseball
MIT (V) - defeated Emory 11-3
MIT (V) - beaten by Emory 1-2

The Dannon top exchange

Send us any Dannon disk plus 25¢, we'll send you a complete set of 13.

Freak out your dorm-mates with your collection of Dannon tops. Arrange them on your walls, your desk, your Liv jacket, your girlfriend (or boyfriend—we're not out to offend Women's Lib). More than a fad, it's an aesthetic experience that gives lasting significance to a transitory gastronomical sensation.

Contact us for more information about "Wet Lenses" and our "sun-processed." Interested in more comfortable, longer wearing contact lenses? Then you should look into our new "Wet Lens." Or if you're interested in more comfortable, longer wearing contact lenses? Then you should look into our new "Wet Lens." Or if you want, your present lenses can be "wet-processed."
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The WET Contact Lens
is Hard

Interested in more comfortable, longer wearing contact lenses? There's WET, a new and exciting hard lens. WET is made of plastic, yet your present lenses can be "wet-processed."

Call or visit us for more information about "Wet Lenses" and our "sun-screened" N.O. lenses. No adaptation.

Contact Lens Specialists
171 Summer St., Boston
(617) 266-3123

For Dannon Lens Exchanges